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ABSTRACT
The theoretical hydraulic retention time of wastewater 
treatment plants is often used to predict the efficiency of 
treatment and to calculate operational parameters. However, 
these values are related to the actual hydraulic retention 
time. When there is a large discrepancy between the actual 
and predicted values, the actual hydraulic retention time 
can be determined by marking a parcel of wastewater and 
recording its passage through the system.
This investigation utilized rhodamine WT, a fluorescent 
dye, to track the movement of wastewater through a stabili­
zation lagoon and a rock-reed filter. The loss of rhodamine 
WT to sorption, biodegradation and photodegradation was 
determined as a means of predicting the need to increase dye 
dosage for future studies.
The actual hydraulic retention time in the stabili­
zation lagoon was found to be less than 5% of the theore­
tical. The history of blue-green algal blooms and accompa­
nying odors in the lagoon were related to the extreme case 
of short circuiting and suspected stratification.
The hydraulic retention time in the rock-reed filter 
was found to be approximately 136% of the theoretical. The 
extended retention time is possible explained by
evapotranspiration and infiltration. The filter was not 
tested for its actual hydraulic retention time after its 




Often the pollution of natural waters can be attributed 
to municipal sewage and organic industrial waste (Ecken- 
felder and O'Connor 1961). The objectives of municipal 
wastewater treatment may include:
• Prevention of disease;
• Prevention of nuisances;
• Avoidance of siltation of navigable channels;
• Maintenance of clean water for the propagation 
of and survival of fish;
• Maintenance of clean water for bathing and 
recreation; and
• Conservation of water for all uses (WPCF 1976).
One method of treating municipal wastewater is by use 
of stabilization lagoons. Stabilization lagoons are simple, 
relatively inexpensive, flexible forms of municipal waste- 
water treatment commonly used in the United States. Engi­
neering design criteria for lagoons have been proposed by 
many authors based on operating experience. However, there 
are problems associated with the use of stabilization 
lagoons. One of the major problems is the seasonal produc­
tion of odors caused by blue-green algae. Sudden and extreme 
blooms of blue-green algae may occur where poor circulation 
or overdesign have resulted in stratification, nutrient 
imbalance or an extended hydraulic retention time (Metcalf &
1
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Eddy, Inc. 1979; Zickefoose and Hayes 1977).
Another method of treatment of raw or partially treated 
municipal wastewater is the use of rock-reed filters. A 
rock-reed filter is a gravel and rock bed through which 
wastewater flows horizontally and in which rooted emergent 
aquatic plants are grown. Rock-reed filters are most often 
used in conjunction with a stabilization lagoon or some form 
of primary sedimentation. Possible problems associated with 
rock-reed filters include plugging and channeling which may 
result in reduced detention times and flow over the surface 
of the media. Both of these problems may result in a poor 
quality effluent.
This investigation focused on the determination of the 
hydraulic characteristics of a stabilization lagoon and 
rock-reed filter by utilizing a fluorescent dye, rhodamine 
WT. The purpose of this investigation was to:
• Determine if the hydraulics of the stabiliza­
tion lagoon being studied are related to blue- 
green algal blooms and their associated odors;
• Determine a feasible solution to the causes of 
the odor problems in the stabilization lagoon;
• Determine the capacity of rhodamine WT as a 
tracer in an environment with a high turbid­
ity, high organic content, and extended 
hydraulic detention time;
• Determine the hydraulic retention time of a 
mature rock-reed filter for comparison with 
the original design; and
• Determine the capacity of rhodamine WT as a 
tracer in a heavily vegetated water course.
3
Rhodamine WT was chosen, over other available fluores­
cent dyes because of its high detectability, resistance to 
sorbtion, relatively stable nature, and low cost. Because 
dye tracing allows a parcel of water to be marked and fol­
lowed through a system, it provides a better description of 
the hydraulics of the system than theoretically derived 
values. A dye study allows for the determination of mean 
detention times which can be related to short-circuiting or 
channeling, and the dispersion factor, which can be related 
to the degree of plug flow or complete mixing.
The scope of the investigation may be described as 
follows: Rhodamine WT was introduced into two wastewater 
treatment facilities and samples were collected and analyzed 
with a G. K. Turner, Model 111, Filter Fluorometer. The two 
facilities investigated were the primary cell of the Ward II 
Water District's stabilization lagoon near Denham Springs, 
Louisiana and the tertiary treatment, rock-reed filter 
located at the United States Health Department's, Gillis W. 
Long Hansen's Disease Center near Carville, Louisiana.
Sampling at the stabilization lagoon was performed 
five days a week during the first study and daily for the 
second study. The first study continued for 94 days. The 
second study which was performed as a confirmation of the 
first was only continued for 14 days. Samples were taken in 
the mornings in order to reduce possible interference due to 
turbidity caused by algae. Sampling at the rock-reed filter 
continued for approximately three days, starting 6 hours
4
after dye introduction during wet and dry weather flows. The 
samples were taken by a 24-hour discrete sampler in glass 
bottles.
In addition to the dye tracing studies, a quantity of 
dye with a concentration of 100 ppb was exposed to sunlight 
in both an amber and clear glass container. Samples were 
taken after two and four weeks to determine the degree of 
photodegradation to be expected in a water column of low and 
high turbidity.
Identical dilutions of rhodamine WT were made with
deionized water and effluent wastewater from the stabiliza­
tion lagoon and rock-reed filter. Aliquots were centrifuged 
and analyzed immediately after preparation. Portions were 
then mixed gently for one hour and centrifuged. The decanted 
samples were then analyzed and the results compared to 
determine the degree of sorption.
Additional dilutions of the standard were made using
settled effluent. These were also analyzed immediately after 
o
preparation. After being allowed to incubate at 20 C for 7 
days, the dilutions were re-analyzed to determine the degree 




The great increase in population and the rapid develop­
ment of agriculture and industry have caused a phenomenal 
increase in man's use of water in recent years and a propor­
tional increase in his production of wastewater. Water is 
used to carry man's waste products from homes, schools, 
commercial establishments, and industrial enterprises. The 
average expected sewage flow from well-constructed domestic 
sewers is 75 to 100 gallons per capita per day. This sewage 
can be expected to contain about 0.2 pounds or 240 mg/1 of
5-day (BOD ) biological oxygen demand per capita per day 
5
(Zickefoose and Hayes 1977).
Man did not fully recognize the need to treat his 
wastewater until cholera epidemics in London in 1848 and 
1854. These epidemics, which claimed the lives of 14,600 and 
10,675 respectively, were linked to a contaminated water 
supply. It was determined that the absence of effective 
sewerage was a major hindrance in combatting the problem.
The initial efforts toward disposal included adding the 
wastewater to storm drains which discharged into the nearest 
waterway. The small streams were rapidly overloaded and were 
frequently covered and converted to sewers. The problems of 
organic overtaxing of the receiving stream proceeded down­
stream to larger and larger waterways until it became
5
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apparent that some form of wastewater treatment was neces­
sary. The solution has been the varying degrees of treatment 
as presently practiced, dependent upon the capacity of the 
receiving stream or lake to stabilize the load (Viessman and 
Hammer 1986).
2.2.0 Stablization Lagoons
Domestic wastewater may be effectively stabilized by 
the natural biological processes which occur in shallow 
pools. Those suitable for treating raw or partially treated 
wastewater are referred to as stablization lagoons (Viessman 
and Hammer 1986). The stabilization lagoon is one of the 
most popular and inexpensive forms of treatment of waste- 
water in small communities in the United States (Wolverton 
and McDonald 1979). This is because wastewater lagoon are 
generally half as expensive as other forms of treatment 
(provided that land costs are reasonable) and require a 
minimal amount of maintenance (Gloyna 1971).
The design criteria for stablization lagoons are well
developed and are discussed in detail by several authors
(Viessman and Hammer 1986; Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. 1979; Health
Education Services 1978; Reed et al. 1987; Oswald 1963;
Gloyna 1971). Stablization lagoons are generally designed to
have three or more cells and are sized based on an organic
surface loading rate (pounds of BOD per acre per day) or an 
5
equivalent design population per acre. The 1978 Ten States
Standards recommends a loading rate of 22 pounds of BOD per 
5
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acre per day or 1 acre for 100 design population. Loading
rates may vary according to the geographical location and
the discharge schedule (continuous or seasonal). For
Louisiana, the typical design loading rate is 50 pounds of
BOD per acre per day for the primary cell. The secondary 
5
and tertiary cells are each designed to be twenty-five 
percent as large as the primary cell (Hughes 1989).
Stablization lagoons have the advantages of low initial 
costs and low operating costs as compared to mechanical 
treatment plants. Another advantage is the ability to regu­
late discharge. By changing the level in the lagoon and 
consequently the volume retained, release of solid and 
organic loads can be controlled during times of the year 
when the effluent quality is poor or the receiving stream 
would have difficulty assimilating them. Controlling the 
rate of discharge also makes it possible to handle large 
quantities of inflow and infiltration without significant 
loss in effluent quality (Viessman and Hammer 1986).
However, there are also many disadvantages associated
with stabilization lagoons. Often a large percentage of the
surface area does not contribute to the treatment capacity.
In a study of coliform decay rates in a stabilization pond,
Bowles et al. (1979) modeled the short-circuiting previously
observed by Mangelson (1971) by assuming the effective
volume is a fixed proportion of the total volume of waste-
water in the pond (see Figure 1). The model coefficient,
C , was determined to be 0.30 and 0.43 for the summer and 
ef f
8
FIGURE 1. Schematic of Dead and Effective spaces. 
(Bowles etal., 1979)
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winter periods respectively, in a rectangular (3X x IX) pond 
and to average 0.60 and 0.88 for summer and winter, respec­
tively, in two square ponds. These values indicate that 
large portions of these ponds were dead spaces. The authors 
point out the need for "increasing the proportion of 
effective space through the use of baffles or better pond 
design in terms of pond shape and inlet-outlet locations 
(Bowles et al. 1979). "
Additional disadvantages associated with stabilization 
lagoons include the need for large land areas, difficulty 
in handling industrial waste, and difficulty in meeting the 
required suspended solids effluent quality for secondary 
treatment, particularly during summer months due to algae 
(Viessman and Hammer 1986). Facultative lagoons included in 
a study by Barsom (1973) had average effluent TSS concen­
trations from 60 to 210 mg/1. Most of the solids were 
reported to be algae, but the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency does not differentiate between algae and 
other organics in its regulation of discharges. Facultative 
lagoons are designed to allow suspended solids in the 
influent wastewater to settle out and be degraded anaerobi­
cally in a bottom sludge layer while the dissolved organics 
are degraded aerobically in the surface layer of the lagoon 
The accumulation of sludge can also effect the performance 
of a facultative lagoon by contributing to the suspended 
solids in the effluent (Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. 1979).
Woverton and McDonald (1979) reported low BOD and TSS 
5
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concentration during the winter months due to little biolo­
gical activity and algal growth. However, they went on to 
say that large algal growths in the spring and summer sea­
sons and the subsequent die off could supply a high oxygen 
demand and are likely to produce odors and unacceptable 
effluent quality (Wolverton and McDonald 1979). Viessman and 
Hammer (1986) stated that lagoons treating only domestic 
wastewater normally operate odor-free, however, odors may be 
associated with problems in the stablization lagoon. Among 
these are organic overloading or underloading, poor circula­
tion, and short-circuiting (Zickefoose and Hayes 1977).
2.3.0 Rock-Reed Fi1ters
Another method of treating wastewater is the use of 
artificial or constructed wetlands. A constructed wetland 
with a subsurface flow, sometimes called a vegetated sub­
merged bed, typically consists of a trench underlain with an 
impermeable material and containing a media that supports 
growth of emergent vegetation (Reed et al. 1987). When the 
media used is a coarse stone, the system is known as a rock- 
reed fi1 ter .
Artificial or constructed wetland systems have been 
identified as having certain advantages over conventional 
treatment systems (Brix 1987; Wood and Hensman 1988). These 
include:
• low working expenses;
• low energy requirements;
11
• low maintenance requirements;
• they can be established at the very location that 
the wastewater is produced;
• being a 'low technology' system, they can be 
established and run by relatively untrained 
personnel (Wood and Hensman 1988).
Batch experiments were conducted by Woverton et al. 
(1983) to compare the wastewater treatment efficiencies of 
plant-free microbial filters with filters supporting the 
growth of reeds (Phragmites communis), cattails (Typha lati- 
folia), rush (J unc us effus us), and bamboo (Babusa multi- 
pi ex). The experiment consisted of two components in series. 
The first component was an anaerobic settling-digestion con­
tainer. The second was a non-aerated trough filled with 
rocks decreasing from large rocks (up to 7.5 cm in diameter) 
at the bottom to pea gravel (0.25 to 1.3 cm in diameter) at 
the top. The plant-free microbial filter was equally effec­
tive in removing carbonaeous BOD. The vascular aquatic plant 
series however, showed enhanced ammonia removal and conse­
quently increased nitrogenous BOD removal. Research by Wov­
erton et al. (1983) showed that in order to prevent clog­
ging of the filter, a settling tank was necessary for the 
design of a system that is intended to serve a community.
A large-scale field study performed in Santee, 
California produced results that more clearly showed the 
relationship between the various plants used and the 
resulting effluent (Reed et al. 1987). The Santee report 
describes investigations using artificial wetlands which
12
quantitatively assessed the role of three higher plant types 
Sci rpus validus (bulrush), Phragmi tes communis (common 
reed), and Ty pha 1ati fola (cattail) in the removal of nitro­
gen (the sequential nitrification-denitrification), BOD, and 
TSS from primary treated municipal wastewater. The results 
were compared with each other and an unvegetated bed for 
performance with a variety of wastewaters (Gersberg et al. 
1986). The bulrush produced the best quality effluent with 
complete root penetration. Reeds produced the second best
BOD and ammonia removal results but had poor suspended 
5
solids resul ts.
The authors stated that higher aquatic plants can 
indeed play a significant role in secondary and advanced (N- 
removal) wastewater treatment by wetland systems; a role 
that is completely distinct from that associated with their 
pollutant uptake capacity (Gersberg et al. 1986). The bul­
rush and reeds (in that order) proved to be superior at 
removing ammonia, both with mean effluent levels signifi­
cantly below that for the cattail bed. The high ammonia-N 
(and total-N) removal efficiencies shown by the bulrush and 
reed beds are attributed to the ability of these plants to
translocate 0 from the shoots to the roots. Similarly, BOD 
2
removal efficiencies were highest in the bulrush and reed
beds both with mean effluent BOD levels (5.3 and 22.2 mg/1 
5
respectively) significantly below that for the unvegetated 
bed (36.4 mg/1) and equal to or better than secondary treat 
ment quality (30 mg/1) (Gersberg et al. 1986).
13
The bulrush bed, at the hydraulic application rate of
4.7 cm/day, produced an effluent with BOD and TSS values 
5
less than the 10/10 mg/1 standard for advanced secondary 
treatment and a total-N level less than 2 mg/1. At this 
application rate, approximately 20 acres of constructed 
wetlands would be required to treat one million gallons per 
day (Gersberg et al. 1986).
Wood and Hensman (1988) discuss the research that they 
have undertaken to date with considerations on media selec­
tion, hydraulic constraints, and loading characteristics as 
well as the findings of current research within Southern 
Africa. Wood and Hensman (1988) repeated Greiner's (1982) 
statement that all aquatic plants appear to possess water 
treatment characteristics since they offer a surface to 
which microorganisms can adhere and absorb nutrients. How­
ever, since the principle function of the plants is to 
supply oxygen to the heterotrophic organisms in the rhizo- 
sphere, and to increase or stabilize the hydraulic conduc­
tivity of the substrata, it is essential that species 
physiologically adapted to these requirements should be 
utilized (Gersberg et al. 1986). The common reed Phragmi tes 
australis is conspicuous by its strikingly deep roots and 
rhizomes which create a great volume of active rhizosphere
per surface area (Brix 1987). These attributes have led to 
the majority of wetlands being established with this species 
(Kickuth 1984; Boon 1985; Cooper 1987). Other principle 
genera that have been investigated include Typha and
14
Sci rpus, as well as Ei chorni a, Sal vi ni a , and Lem na
(Finlayson 1984; Gersberg 1983).
The hydraulic regime of rock-reed filters following
stablization lagoons is controlled by the permeability or 
hydraulic conductivity of the media used and the hydraulic 
gradient of the system as defined by Darcy's law. Boon 
(1985) reports that the unit flow velocity (flow/cross- 
sectional area) through a cross-section of the media should 
not exceed 8.6 m/day to avoid disruption of the media- 
rhizome structure and to assure sufficient contact time for 
treatment (Crites et al. 1988).
The design depth is generally selected in accordance 
with the type of vegetation intended for the system. The 
Santee project suggests 76, 60, and 30 cm based on root 
penetration for bulrush, reed, and cattail respectively 
(Gersberg et al. 1986). Once the bed depth is selected, the 
rest of the dimensions can be determined according to maxi­
mum unit flow velocity and/or the required detention time 
(Reed et al. 1987).
2.4.0 BIue-Green Algae
Blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) are a frequent source 
of odor which often flourish in stabilization lagoons as a 
result of poor nutrient balance, extended hydraulic deten­
tion time, or excess nutrients in conduction with stratified 
conditions. Blue-green algae, which are actually bacteria, 
have the ability to form large dense mats on the surface of
15
the water. These mats may cause a significant rise in the 
temperature of the water column often resulting in anaerobic 
conditions. Blue-green algae often dominate when the nutri­
ent and pH levels are low or when the higher animal forms 
such as protozoa reduce the concentration of green algae 
during extended detention times (Zickefoose and Hayes 1977). 
Therefore, the appearance of blue-green algae in an stabi­
lization lagoon is generally an indication of poor condi­
tions (Crites et al. 1988).
An important characteristic of some blue-greens is 
their ability to use or fix nitrogen from the atmosphere as 
a nutrient in cell synthesis (Metcalf & Eddy, Inc. 1979). As 
a result, these blue-green algae are capable of surviving 
when the nitrogen levels in a lagoon are too low to support 
other types of algae. A second important characteristic of 
blue-green algae is their ability to utilize phosphorus at 
levels that are nearly non-detectable (Hutchinson 1967).
Cyanobacteria also have the ability to control their 
position in the water column. By changing the number of gas 
vesicles, they can regulate their buoyancy. This allows the 
photosynthetic bacteria to remain in the photic (light re­
ceiving) zone and to choose an optimal depth. This regula­
tion of gas vesicles is also the mechanism that is responsi­
ble for cyanobacteria's mat forming. Mi crocysti s spp. have 
very strong gas vesicles and may be unable to collapse them 
by increasing cell tugor pressure, an ability found in other 
cyanobacteria. This inability to regulate their bouyancy
16
adequately often results in the formation of surface mats 
during calm weather(Carr and Whitton 1982).
Odors may occur in nominally aerobic or facultative 
lagoons in connection with "blooms"; that is, sudden and 
extreme growths of cyanobacteria. Blooms generally occur in 
waters that have a history of high nutrient input, but 
maximum growth often occurs during times of nutrient defi­
ciency. This paradox is explained by cyanobacteria's ability 
to store nitrogen and phosphorus during times of nutrient 
excess for later use during times of deficiency and thereby 
dominate when other phytoplankton can not compete (Fogg et 
al. 1973). Other factors contributing to their dominance 
include the high efficiency of phosphate utilization as 
compared to green algae and possible diurnal vertical migra­
tion which may inable them to utilize nutrients at depth 
that are "largely unavailable to their competitors" (Rey- 
nolds , 1984) .
During surface blooms, cyanobacteria are subject to 
highly unfavorable conditions, especially photooxidation, 
which may cause them to lyse (Eloff et al. 1976). The 
results of this lysing (evident by surface stains of phyco- 
cyanin, the blue pigment in cyanobacteria, and a white cream 
of gas vesicles) are the release of toxins and nuisance 
odors (Preston et al. 1980). Eloff et al. (1976) believe 
that photooxidation may be the cause of the sudden die-offs 
observed in nature. These die-offs of the blooms often occur 
with a rapidity equal to the growth of the bloom itself. The
17
dead cyanobacteria furnish an extremely large and sudden BOD 
load to the lagoon, frequently causing portions of the 
aerobic lagoon to become anaerobic resulting in additional 
odor problems (WPCF 1976).
At low organic loadings, various predators such as 
Daphni a and Pa r amec i urn will appear. These predators use 
bacteria and green algae as food. Because the higher animal 
forms or predators generally do not use blue-green algae as 
a food source, the blue-green algae become dominant as all 
the green algae is removed (Zickefoose and Hayes 1977). In 
this way, organic underloading or overdesign can indirectly 
lead to odor problems associated with blue-green algae.
2.5.0 Hydrauli c Studies
2.5.1 Background
In the course of studying water and wastewater movement 
in both man-made and natural channels, many different 
methods for tracing flows have been used. Elder and Wunder­
lich (1972) described the use of a sensitive current meter 
to monitor the inflow movements in a reservoir. Other tech­
niques include the tracking of naturally occurring suspended 
or dissolved solids, salinity, turbidity, and temperature. 
However, natural tracers which are often nonconservative or 
unique to a given location are limited in their general 
applicability (Johnson 1984).
When natural tracers are unavailable, artificial tra­
cers may be used. Although radioactive tracers have proven
18
to be very effective, they have been used sparingly because 
they require special handling and safety precautions as well 
as special approval and licensing. Commercially available 
fluorescent dyes are easier to handle and have been used 
extensively for dye tracing (Johnson 1984).
Dye tracing simply means that a dye is injected at a 
location along a stream and the resulting dye cloud is 
measured at another location(s) downstream. When a fluores­
cent dye is used as a tracer material, the concentration of 
tracer in the sample is directly proportional to its fluo­
rescence (for low concentrations). A plot of concentration 
against time defines the passage of the dye cloud at each 
sample site (Hubbard et al . 1982). Time of travel refers to 
the movement of water or water-borne materials from point to 
point in a stream for steady or gradually varied flow condi­
tions. Time of travel is measured by observing the time 
required for the centroid of the dye cloud to pass from the 
point of injection or any sampling point to another point 
further downstream.
Levenspiel (1972) discusses the methods of calculating 
the centroid or mean of a tracer curve as well as the
variance. The variance is a measure of how spread out in 
time the curve is. The methods chosen depend on the number 
of data points collected and the method of collection. When 
the data points are 'numerous' and closely spaced, Leven­
spiel (1979) demonstrates that the centroid or mean, ' t" ' ,
2
and the variance 'o' ', can be calculated by the equations
19
below:
When the number of data points are "not that numerous, 
say 10 to 20," the centroid and variance may be calculated 
by linear interpolation between points (Levenspiel 1979).
The method used for interpolation is dependent upon the type 
of samples obtained. For samples collected as composites 
over finite periods of time, which Levenspiel (1979) calls 
the "mixing cup method," the equations are written the same 
as above, however, Ci is an average concentration collected 
over the time period whose average is ti.
When the data are collected as instantaneous readings
of the concentration level of the tracer at the exit of the
reactor at various times, the equations are written as:
V(ti+1 + ti) * (Ci+1 + Ci) * (ti + 1 + ti) 
t = . ................ .. ................................................................................ (Eq. 3)
2 * X(Ci+l + Ci) * (ti+1 + ti)
2
t £(ti+l + ti) * (Ci+1 + Ci) * (ti+1 + ti) 
o' = ....................7:............................................................. tx (Eq. 4)
4 * z.(Ci+l + Ci ) * (ti+1 + ti)
The centroid and variance of the concentration curve
Sti * Ci * Ati
. ..................................................... (Eq . 1)
£Ci * Ati
2
t £ti * Ci * Ati
o' = .....................................................t (Eq. 2)
£Ci * Ati
where: ti = the ith time
Ci = the ith concentration
Ati = the ith finite time increment.
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can be used to calculate ' D ', the longitudinal or axial 
dispersion (Levenspiel 1972). This parameter is the measure 
of the degree of backmixing or longitudinal dispersion as 
opposed to radial or lateral mixing. The term 1 D ' has the 
dimensions of length squared per unit time. The dimension­
less term D/uL is known as the vessel dispersion number or 
dispersion factor and can more easily be related to the 
quantity of dispersion that will occur. When D/uL approaches 
0, the vessel is said to demonstrate plug flow. When the 
value of D/uL approaches infinity, the reactor is said to 
demonstrate mixed flow.
The tracer curve can be approximated by a gaussian or 
normal distribution curve for values of D/uL less than 0.01 
with an error of less than 5% (Levenspiel 1972). When the 
value of D/uL exceeds 0.01, the measured curve becomes 
unsymmetrical due to dispersion which is evident by an 
extended tail, and no longer resembles a gaussian distribu­
tion. When D/uL exceeds 0.01, the boundary conditions of the 
reactor must be considered. Levenspiel (1979) states "If the 
fluid enters and leaves the vessel in small pipes in turbu­
lent flow then you have a closed vessel." (As this is the 
case with both sites studied, the open vessel and combined 
boundary conditions will not be discussed here. The reader
is referred to the references for a more detailed discus­
sion.) Although the relationships for the centroid and 
variance to the vessel dispersion number can not be obtained 
analytically for closed vessels, they have been determined
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by numerical methods. The relationship can be expressed as:
2 2
o D f D \ (-uL/D)
= 2* --- - 2*/---) * 1-e . (Eq. 5)
t u*L \u*L/
The recommended method of solution is to initially 
estimate the value of D/uL by ignoring the second term and 
solving the equation. After this initial estimate, the final 
solution is obtained by trial and error.
The advantages of dye tracing include their low detec­
tion and measurement limits, and the simplicity and accuracy 
of measuring dye tracer concentrations using fluorometric 
techniques (Wilson et al. 1968). Unlike more sophisticated 
and complex analytical laboratory equipment, the filter 
fluorometers used for dye concentration determination are 
composed of only six components: a light (excitation energy) 
source, a primary or "excitation" filter, a sample compart­
ment, a secondary or emittance filter, a photomultiplier, 
and a readout device (Johnson 1984). Turner Designs' mono­
graph Circulation, Dispersion, and Plume Studies (1975) 
lists additional advantages such as: low cost - because 
these dyes are detectable in the parts per trillion range, 
combined with their low cost per pound, these dyes are very
economical tracers; direct reading - this means that gener­
ally no sample processing is necessary and that measurements 
may be made from a continuous sample or on individual sam­
ples; convenience - fluorescent dyes have also proven to be 
very convenient because their high detectability means only 
small quantities of tracer are necessary. Fluorescent dyes
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have been well established as the most cost-effective tracer 
for studies of mass transport of water and waterborne mate­
rials (Turner Designs 1975).
In their frequently referenced paper, Smart and Laidlaw 
(1977) compared eight fluorescent dyes (amino G acid, photin 
CU, fluorescein, lissamine FF, pyranine, rhodamine B, rhoda­
mine WT, and sulpho rhodamine B) in laboratory and field 
experiments to access their utility in quantitative tracing 
work. The properties considered included sensitivity and 
minimum detectability, the effect of water chemistry on dye 
fluorescence, photochemical and biological decay rates, 
adsorption losses on equipment and sediments, toxicity to 
man and aquatic organisms, and cost. Smart and Laidlaw 
(1977) noted that the orange fluorescent dyes are more 
useful because there is less background than for the blue 
and green dyes. Smart and Laidlaw (1977) concluded, "Rhoda­
mine WT (orange), lissamine FF (blue), and amino G acid
(green) are the three dyes recommended..."
Many of the earlier fluorescent dyes were poor tracers
due to their low resistance to adsorption, and their rapid 
degradation and toxicity. Greater accuracy in the determina­
tion of time of travel has been made possible by the produc­
tion of stable fluorescent dyes and the devising of modern 
dye tracing procedures (Buchanan 1964; Wilson 1967). The 




Rhodamine WT has proven its utility in numerous studies 
referenced by Johnson (1984). Smart and Laidlaw (1977) found 
rhodamine WT to be "generally the most satisfactory dye." 
Hubbard et al . ( 1982) suggested the properties to be consid­
ered in selecting a tracer are detectability, toxicity, 
solubility, cost, and sorption characteristics. In comparing 
rhodamine B and rhodamine WT, they found that because of its 
higher loss rate, measurements with rhodamine B usually 
require more dye at injection than do measurements with 
rhodamine WT to obtain the same concentration at the same 
sampling site. Thus despite its greater unit cost, rhodamine 
WT has proven to be more economical.
Hubbard et al. (1982) report that two fluorescent dyes, 
rhodamine WT and pontacyl pink - both a variation of the 
same basic organic structure xanthene, are preferred for use 
as water tracers. They go on to say "Presently rhodamine WT 
is the tracer recommended (by the United States Geological 
Survey)..." (Hubbard et al. 1982). The Turner Designs mono­
graph entitled Flow Measurements (1982) states that the 
characteristics of the newer fluorescent dye tracers, par­
ticularly rhodamine WT, are such that one rarely encounters 
significant loss of dye during a measurement.
The possibility for dye loss does exist in certain 
situations. There are three general mechanisms to be consid­
ered: photodecomposition, chemical degradation, and loss by 
sorption on sediment or stream beds (Turner Designs 1975).
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Johnson (1984) reported that the rate of photochemical 
decay is a function of both the concentration of dye present 
and the intensity of light reaching the dye. This light 
intensity is dependent on the depth of the water column, the 
turbidity, and the amount of cloud cover. Johnson (1984) 
concluded that "given the small total decay rate of 0.04/day 
reported by Abood, Lawler, and Disco (1969), and the low 
photochemical decay rates reported for other rhodamine dyes, 
it may be assumed that losses due to photochemical decay of 
rhodamine WT in the natural environment is negligible."
Turner Designs (1982) concurred that dye loss to photo­
decomposition will be negligible under most circumstances. 
However, it is noted that in studies continuing for several 
days there may be a significant loss. In all likelihood, any 
study that lasts for a period of several days will be a 
time-of-travel study in which case total recovery is not 
necessary as long as enough dye remains to detect its pas­
sage. In order to estimate maximum dye loss, it is recom­
mended that a container of dye at a known concentration be 
exposed to sunlight for a period of time and the reduction 
in fluorescence be determined. Turbidity and the depth of 
the water column would reduce this maximum rate of photo­
chemical dye loss (Turner Designs 1982).
Because most fluorescent dyes, including rhodamine WT, 
are organic in composition, one would expect that they may 
be vulnerable to being oxidized by chlorine. Deaner's (1973) 
results showed significant losses (approximately 80%) of
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rhodamine WT at high chlorine residual (25 and 35 mg/1) with 
an initial dye concentration of 40 ppb. However, for condi­
tions found in natural waters, no significant loss of rhoda­
mine WT is likely to occur due to chemical or photochemical 
decay.
In the past, sorption of fluorescent dyes has been a 
major problem. However, Smith and Kepple (1972) reported 
after careful preliminary studies that sediment in waste 
water has no effect on measurement of fluorescent dye and 
that the background readings were low. Smart and Laidlaw 
found no significant losses of any of the anionic dyes 
tested (including rhodamine WT) on soft or hard glass 
(Pyrex) containers for periods up to 10 weeks. Additional 
studies found no losses of rhodamine WT stored in polythene 
bottles, or in contact with rubber bungs or "Parafilm" 
laboratory sealing film over the same period.
In developing a model to calculate the effects of added 
soluble pollutants and variation of fresh water inflow, 
Hetling and O'Connoll (1966) found a maximum first-order 
reaction rate constant of 0.034/day to describe the loss of 
rhodamine WT. Abood, Lawler, and Disco's (1969) previously 
reported total decay rate of only 0.04/day included losses 
from both photochemical decay and sorption.
One other possible method of dye loss is uptake by 
plants. Donaldson and Robinson (1971) found rhodamine WT to 
be particularly susceptible to uptake by plants when intro­
duced in the root zone. However, a comparison of three dyes
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(rhodamine WT, pyranine, and photine CU) in a surface stream 
containing a large growth of weeds gave recoveries of 100%, 
95%, and 30% respectively after a mean residence time of 3.5 
hours and 98%, 88%, and 11% at a second site after another 
7.4 hours (Smart and Laidlaw 1977).
Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
3.1.0 Si te Descriptions
3.1.1 Stabilization Lagoon
The Livingston Parish Ward Two Water District stabili­
zation lagoon serves Sewer Districts No. 142, Livingston 
Parish, Louisiana. Alex Theriot, Jr., 4 Associates, Inc., 
Denham Springs, Louisiana performed the design, construc­
tion supervision, and inspection of the lagoon. The 
principle design criteria for the stabilization lagoon were 
a population of 8500 contributing a flow of 100 gallons per 
capita per day and organic and total suspended solids loads 
of 0.17 and 0.20 pounds per capita per day, respectively.
The stabilization lagoon was designed with a surface
loading rate of 50 pounds of BOD per acre per day for the 
5
primary cell with both the secondary and tertiary cells
being one-forth the surface area of the primary cell. This
surface loading rate is typical to the southern United
States. The 1978 edition of the "Ten States Standards"
recommends a loading rate of 15 to 35 pounds of BOD per 
5
acre per day and a minimum capacity for 180 day detention 
(Health Education Services, Inc. 1978). These recommenda­
tions are for ten states in the vicinity of the Great Lakes 
Because of the differences in climate, the design criteria 
are somewhat higher in the southern United States.
The primary cell of the lagoon being studied has a
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surface area of 28.9 acres. The secondary and tertiary cells 
are each 7.2 acres and are connected as shown in Figure 2.
The design flow is 850,000 gallons per day (gpd) with a 50 
day design mean detention time in the primary cell when a 
depth of four and one half feet is maintained. The lagoon 
was designed to be a facultative lagoon. The lower layer is 
therefore expected to to be facultative with an anaerobic 
bottom layer of sludge.
The average flow, recorded at the lagoon's effluent 
structure, for a 473-day period from July 1987 to November 
1988 was only 371,540 gpd. This flow would result in a 
detention time of 114 days in the primary cell for a four 
and one-half foot depth. The effluent from the third cell is 
chlorinated at a rate of 10 mg/1. The chlorine contact 
chamber provides a contact time of 45 minutes at design flow 
and 15 minutes at the design peak hourly flow of 2,550,000 
gpd.
3.1.2 Rock-Reed Fi1 ter
The rock-reed filter located at and serving the Gillis 
W. Long, Hansen's Disease Center near Carville, Louisiana 
was designed by Ronald J. Rodi. The rock-reed filter and an 
aerated primary cell were constructed to upgrade/replace an 
existing sewage treatment facility that was partially re­
moved. The average daily flow used for design was 150,000 
gpd. The rock-reed filter is an 'S' shaped channel forty-six 
feet wide at the bottom, five-hundred feet long along the 
centerline, and three and one-half feet deep for the major-
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FIGURE 2: Schematic Ward II Stabilization Lagoon
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ity of its length (see Figure 3). The side slopes are two 
horizontal to one vertical. The central portion of the 
filter contains two feet of one and one-half to three inch 
diameter limestone. The influent structure is an eight inch 
diameter perforated pipe set in a one foot depression twenty 
feet long and the width of the filter. This portion of the 
filter is filled with three feet of three to four inch 
diameter limestone. The entire filter is covered with six 
inches of pea gravel. The bottom of the filter has a slope 
of one-tenth of one percent to allow for drainage in the 
event the filter ever has to be emptied.
The theoretical detention time of the filter is twenty- 
four hours, assuming a two foot depth of water and an aver­
age porosity of forty percent. The effluent from the filter 
is disinfected by an ultraviolet disinfecting unit. This 
unit was sized to handle the average daily flow of the 
treatment plant and results in large head losses when this 
flow is greatly exceeded.
3.2.0 Fluorometric Analysis
3.2.1 Introducti on
Wilson et al. (1985) state that the most-used applica­
tion of fluorescent dye tracing to date is for measurement 
of time of travel. Time of travel refers to the period 
required for water or a waterborne material to move from one 
point to another. Fluorescent dye is used to mark a parcel 
of water at a given point and time. The movement of the dye
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FIGURE 3a: Schematic Rock-Reed Filter 
Carville Louisiana
FIGURE 3b: Profile Rock-Reed Filter 
Carville Louisiana
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cloud is traced downstream by sampling and fluorometric 
analysi s.
Fluorescent materials each possess a unique pair of 
excitation and emmission spectra which make fluorometrics 
possible. With the proper light source and filters, the 
fluorometer can be used to distinguish between and measure 
the concentration of different fluorometric substances.
3.2.2 The FIuorometer
When a sample is placed in a fluorometer with the 
proper filters, only that spectral portion of the light 
source known as the excitation spectrum passes the selected 
primary filter. Electrons in the fluorescent material are 
excited by the light and are raised to a higher energy 
level. In returning to their 'ground state', this energy is 
released in the form of emitted or fluoresced light.
The light emitted is always at a longer wavelength and 
a lower frequency than the excitation spectrum. Its inten­
sity is proportional to the concentration of fluorescent 
material in the sample. The emitted light passes through a 
secondary filter, selected to be opaque to the light passing 
the primary filter, and is received by the photomultiplier. 
The light path through the secondary filter is normally at 
90 degrees to the primary light source. The photomultiplier 
measures the relative intensity of the fluoresced light (as 
compared to a reference light source) and sends a signal to 
a readout device.
The standard photomultiplier tubes found in most fluo­
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rometers are primarily sensitive to the UV and blue ranges.
The fluoresced light from rhodamine WT is in the orange 
range. It should be noted however, that some standard photo­
multiplier tubes are very sensitive to the orange and red 
wavelengths. This accounts for the wide range of sensitivi­
ties among similar instruments. Use of the red-sensitive 
photomultiplier tube can increase sensitivity to rhodamine 
WT by three to five times (Wilson et al. 1985). The standard 
photomultiplier tube was used because the extremely low 
levels of detectability were not a necessity.
The standard cuvette for analyzing a single sample in 
the Turner Model 111 fluorometer is glass, 3.5 cubic centi­
meters in volume, and 12 mm in diameter by 75 mm long. Care 
should be taken when handling the cuvette to avoid scratches 
and smudges which may effect the optics of the system. The 
cuvette should always be wiped clean prior to being inserted 
in the sample compartment.
Because of the short optical path, the fluorometer can 
measure fluorescence in colored or turbid samples. A reduced 
reading may result due to a portion of the excitation light 
being absorbed and this should be taken into account. Light 
colored suspended solids that reflect rather than absorb the 
light source may not affect the readings, even at high 
turbidity (Turner Designs 1982). Johnson (1984) reports that 
when turbidity levels in the stream vary, the samples should 
be centrifuged or allowed to settle before being analyzed.
The readings from various fluorometers may be different
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for the same sample. The relationship between sample concen­
trations (below .1 ppm) and readings however, is linearly 
proportional regardless of the actual readings. In order to 
compare results from different instruments, each instrument 
must be calibrated with standard solutions of known concen­
trations. Standards should be prepared using deionized water 
rather than the water from the sites being investigated.
This eliminates the need for multiple standards. Any back­
ground fluorescence from the natural water that is in excess 
of the deionized water is simply subtracted from the samples 
before determining the concentration.
The selection of the light source and filters is cru­
cial since they determine the sensitivity and selectivity of 
the analysis. The excitation energy is provided by a replac­
able light source. The low-pressure mercury vapor lamps 
available provide both continuous and discontinuous light 
sources. Most of the lamps available contain a phosphor 
coating to absorb the 254 nm line of mercury and convert it 
into a continuous band of light.
The color filters serve to limit, as much as possible, 
the light reaching the photomultiplier to the light fluo­
resced by the dye. Filter selection must be based on (1) the 
useful output spectrum of the lamp, (2) the spectral fluo­
rescent characteristics of the dye, (3) the interference 
from fluorescent materials in the stream, and (4) the poten­
tial interference from light scattered by the sample (Wilson 
et al. 1985) .
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3.3.0 Hydraulic Studi es
3.3.1 Rhodamine WT
Rhodamine WT is considered an orange fluorescent dye 
because its maximum fluorescence occurs at 582 nm which is 
near the band of orange visible light. Rhodamine WT is pro­
duced commercially as a 20 percent (w/w) solution of dye, 
water, and solvents. The specific gravity of the dye solu­
tion is approximately 1.19. The solution is generally 
assumed to have a concentration equal to 238,000,000 ppb. It 
is not necessary to know the exact concentration of dye as 
long as all work performed uses the same lot of dye from 
which the standards are prepared. The standards used were 
prepared using volumetric dilutions as described by Wilson 
et al. (1985) and as shown in Table 1 Serial Dilution of 
Rhodamine WT. The resulting 100 ppb stock solution was then 
further diluted to the concentrations necessary. At concen­
trations less than 7000 ppb, the concentration of dilutions 
may be calculated as:
Cd = (Cs x Vs)/Vc (Eq. 6)
where: Cd = concentration of the dilution
Cs = concentration of the stock solution
Vs = volume of the stock solution, and
Vc » volume of the new solution (Johnson 1984).
When concentrations of greater than 7000 ppb are prepared, 
the specific gravity should be considered when calculating 
the resulting concentration.
Care should be taken in preparation of the first dilu-
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TABLE 1




Vol ume of 
Dye 
(ml)











4,040,747.00 10.00 ! 2,000.001
20,103.22
20,103.22 100.00 ! 1,910.001
1,000.16
20,103.22 10.00 ! 2,000.001
100.02
1,000.20 250.00 i 750.001
250.04
1,000.20 200.00 ! 800.001
200.03
1,000.20 150.00 ! 850.00111111111111111111
150.02
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tion as the 20 percent solution is very dark in color and 
viscous in nature. It is recommended by Wilson et al. ( 1985) 
that the smallest first dilution be 20 ml and that a 'to 
contain' pipet be used as opposed to a 'to deliver' pipet 
which may result in error.
3.3.2 Calculation of Dye Quantities
Based on data from eighty-five time-of-travel studies, 
Kilpatrick (1970) developed the following formula for calcu­
lating the quantity of dye required for a slug injection of 
rhodamine WT dye.
-4 0.93
Vd = 3.4 x 10 x [(Q x L)/V] x Cp (Eq. 7)
Where: Vd = volume of dye in gallons 
Q = discharge in cfs
L = distance in miles (release to sample point)
V = velocity in feet per second, and
Cp » concentration (at sample station) in ppb.
Kilpatrick (1970) recommends that in the event that (Q 
5
x L)/V is less than 1 x 10 the following equation can be 
used as a simple estimate without excess use of dye:
Yd = 2 x 10-4 x [(Q x L)/V]xCp (Eq. 8)
Dye quantities for the stabilization lagoon were calcu­
lated based on a desired final concentration of 15.0 ppb. A 
value of 371,000 gpd (0.57 cubic feet per second (cfs)) was 
used for Q. The distance from the inlet to the outlet of the 
lagoon is approximately 0.256 miles. A velocity of 0.00065 
feet per second was estimated based on the following 
assumptions:
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(1) approximately 30 percent of the lagoon's surface 
area Is offset and not effective;
(2) based on Bowles et al. (1979), it is assumed that 
approximately 70 percent of the remaining rectanglar 
area is ineffective;
(3) the remaining portion of the lagoon (6.07 acres) has 
a theoretical detention time of 24 days; and
(4) the average velocity necessary to travel 1350 feet 
in 24 days is 0.00065 feet per second.
Using the reported total dye loss from Abood et al.
(1969), the calculated value of 0.67 gallons was increased
to 2.0 gallons allowing for a loss of 0.04 per day for a 24
day detention time. This quantity of dye was injected into
the stabilization lagoon via the influent wet well at 3:00
p.m. on May 6, 1989.
Based on the results of the first injection, a second 
injection of dye was made on July 27, 1989. Two gallons of 
dye were used for the second injection also, although a 
final concentration greater than 15 ppb was expected.
The quantity of dye for the rock-reed filter was calcu­
lated using a flow of 150,000 gpd (0.2321 cfs), a length of 
0.1 miles, and an average velocity of 0.0058 feet per second. 
The calculated volume of dye was 45 ml for a desired final 
concentration of 15 ppb. Because of reported dye losses and 
uptake by aquatic plants, the targeted final concentration 
was increased to 250 ppb. Although this value is extremely 
high, it was felt justified. Hubbard et al . ( 1982) cited a 
study by D. G. Jordan in which a dye cloud was completely 
lost in a thick aquatic growth due to plant uptake.
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Donaldson and Robinson (1971) reported that dye, especially 
rhodamine WT, was rapidly absorbed and transported when 
introduced to the root zone of plants.
The first injection of 750 ml was made on May 26, 1989. 
Subsequent injections on June 8, 1989 and July 27, 1989 were 
reduced to 300 ml and 200 ml respectively.
3.4.0 Sampling and Analysis
3.4.1 Sampli ng Schedule
Beginning nine days after the dye was introduced to the 
stabilization lagoon, samples were taken from the effluent 
control structure of the first cell every weekday morning 
for approximately 90 days. The sampling for the second 
injection began immediately after the dye was injected and 
continued for 14 days. Samples were collected seven days a 
week from the effluent control structure. All samples were 
stored in 8-dram (30 ml or 1 oz) glass bottles with aluminum 
lined caps in a dark refrigerator until they were analyzed.
The effluent from the rock-reed filter was sampled by 
an automatic twenty-four bottle discrete sampler. The May 
26, 1989 dye cloud was sampled beginning 6 hours after the 
dye was introduced at 45-minute intervals. The sampling was 
discontinued 17 hours and 15 minutes after injection, due to 
an equipment failure. However, the dye was still visible in 
the effluent after 40 hours.
The second dye injection on June 8, 1989 was to be 
sampled at 1-hour intervals beginning 6 hours after injec­
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tion. Due to equipment failure, the sampler did not begin 
until 23.5 hours after the injection. At this time, the 
samples were taken at 40-minute intervals. The sampler was 
reset 46 hours after the injection to take hourly samples 
until 70 hours after the injection.
The third dye injection on July 27, 1989 was sampled at 
1-hour intervals beginning 6 hours after the injection and 
continuing until 71 hours after the injection.
3.4.2 Fluorometric Analysis
The Turner Filter Fluorometer Model 111 was the instru­
ment used for the fluorometric analysis of the samples. The 
preferred filter combination to be used with rhodamine WT 
consists of a primary filter combination peaking at 546 nm 
and a secondary filter combination peaking at 590 nm (Wilson 
et al. 1985). The excitation and emmission spectrums of 
rhodamine WT are shown in Figure 4 with peaks occurring at 
558 nm for excitation and at 582 nm for emission.
The actual filters used were purchased from the F. J. 
Gray Co. and are designated as filters number: 3480, 3484, 
4303, 5121, and 9788. These filters are equivalent to the 
Corning filters numbered: 3-66, 3-68, 4-72, 1-60, and 4-97 
respectively. The individual transmission of each filter is 
shown in Figures 5 through 9. The primary filter combination 
included the 4303, the 5121, and the 3484 in that order from 
nearest the light source to furthest away. The peak trans­
mission for this combination is 12.2% at 547 nm as shown in 

























































































































































































































































































































the 3480 with the 9788 nearest the sample compartment. This 
placement of filters is recommended by Wilson et al. (1985) 
to eliminate the fluorescence of the filters themselves. The 
transmission for this filter combination is shown in Figure 
11 with a peak of 37.4% at 590 nm. The source of excitation 
energy chosen was a low pressure, mercury vapor, far-UV lamp 
with a clear glass. Since the lamp did not have a phosphorus 
coating like the standard general purpose UV lamp, it pro­
vided non-continuous 'lines' of light associated with mer­
cury as opposed to the continuous spectrum emitted by the 
general purpose lamp.
The far-UV lamp was used because it is easier to iso­
late the 546 nm line of mercury from the discontinuous 
source, than to filter a continuous light source allowing 
only the narrow band of light necessary to pass. There is 
much less interference caused by scatter (due to turbidity) 
and background caused by overlap of the filters when the 
discontinuous light source is used. The far-UV lamp emits a 
546 nm line of mercury (green light) that is twice as strong 
as the usable spectrum of the general purpose UV-lamp.
The fluorometer dial was returned to zero before each 
analysis by closing the door with a dummy cuvette (a black 
tube) in the sample compartment. This was to insure that any 
delayed response to higher concentrations would effect sam­
ples and standards equally. The samples with higher concen­
trations may require more time to obtain a stable reading 





















































shown by Smart and Laidlaw (1977) that fluorescence is
inversely proportional to the sample temperature. They have
formulated the relationship of fluorescence as a function of
temperature. However, the need for temperature correction
was generally avoided here by analyzing all samples only 
o
after bringing them to a constant temperature of 20 C.
The cuvette was rinsed with deionized water and shaken
dry prior to being filled with each sample. After rinsing, 
the cuvette was filled three-quarters full with sample de­
canted from the settled sample and wiped dry with a lint- 
free, absorbent laboratory wipe. The cuvette was then 
inserted into the sample compartment and the door closed.
The reading was recorded as soon as a stable dial position 
was reached to eliminate possible warming of the sample or 
condensation on the cuvette. Two aliquots of each sample 
were read consecutively and the average recorded to the 
nearest one-quarter dial reading.
3.5.0 Dye Loss Analysis
3.5.1 Introducti on
All fluorescent dyes used for tracing are non-conserva­
tive. However, the smaller the losses or conversely, the 
greater the percentage of dye recovered, the more conserva­
tive is a particular dye. In most applications, rhodamine WT 
is assumed to be a conservative dye because of its very low 
loss rates. In most studies, this assumption is valid as no 
significant chemical, photochemical or biological degrada-
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tion, or sorption occurs. However, due to the extended 
period over which the time of travel study in the stabili­
zation lagoon was expected to continue, it was necessary to 
estimate dye losses and to account for them in the calcu­
lation of the dye quantity to be injected. Kilpatrick (1970) 
used 85 dye studies to formulate the required slug injection 
volumes of rhodamine WT related to the flow and velocity of 
the water body being studied. Data for velocities under 0.2 
feet per second were not available, but it was recommended 
that for low velocities, "good judgement might dictate in­
creased dosage" (Kilpatrick 1970). Dye loss rates were 
investigated to provide a basis by which these increases may 
be quantified in the future.
3.5.2 Photodegradati on
Prolonged exposure to sunlight can result in a perma­
nent reduction in fluorescence in rhodamine WT. The rate of 
this reduction is related to stream depth, turbidity, cloud 
cover, and the length of exposure (Wilson et al. 1985). In 
order to determine a maximum loss of dye due to photode­
gradation, a four-liter clear glass bottle of 100 ppb solu­
tion of rhodamine WT was exposed to direct sunlight for a 
period of 4 weeks. The dye was sampled at day 0, day 14, and 
day 28. Another four-liter amber bottle of 100 ppb solution 
of rhodamine WT was exposed adjacent to the clear bottle as 
a control. The control was sampled on the same days. The 






In the early sixties, sulpho rhodamine B, a fluorescent 
dye, replaced rhodamine B which absorbed and adsorbed read­
ily to almost anything. However, sulpho rhodamine B was very 
expensive and was later replaced by rhodamine WT which was 
developed specifically for water tracing. Rhodamine WT is 
reported to be highly resistant to sorbtion (Smart and 
Lai dlaw 1977) .
The following procedure was followed in order to quan­
tify the sorbtion of rhodamine WT to organics and inorganics 
found in the primary cell effluent of the Ward II stabili­
zation lagoon and the effluent of the Hansen's Disease 
Center's rock-reed filter. Effluents collected from both 
study areas were used in the lab to dilute the 20.1 ppm 
solution to 100 ppb. Aliquots of these dilutions were cen­
trifuged and analyzed immediately. The fluorescent readings 
were compared to standards made with deionized water. Any 
differences were considered to be due to immediate sorption 
losses. The dilutions were then gently mixed on a magnetic 
mixer for a period of one hour. Aliquots were again removed 
and centrifuged. The fluorescent readings were then compared 
to the blank and the time zero analysis. Decreases in fluo­
rescence were attributed to sorbtion.
3.5.4 B i odegr a dati on
Because rhodamine WT is an organic compound, it is 
susceptible to biological attack in very active biological 
environments such as the rock-reed filter and stabilization
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lagoon. Because the detention time in the rock-reed filter 
was not expected to exceed 2 days, the biological degrada­
tion evaluation was only performed on the effluent of the 
stabilization lagoon.
A sample from the effluent of the primary cell of the 
lagoon was allowed to settle and decanted to remove gross 
solids which might result in sorption losses. The decant was 
divided into two equal parts. One part was disinfected by 
adding 2 milliliters of Clorox bleach per 100 milliliters of 
decant. This solution was allowed to stand for 15 minutes 
and then air-stripped to remove residual chlorine. Equal 
dilutions of rhodamine WT were made with each portion of the 
decant and with deionized water. The original fluorescence 
of each dilution was determined and then samples were placed 
in 300 ml BOD bottles and allowed to incubate for fourteen 
days. The bottles were removed after two weeks and analyzed 
for fluourescence. Any drop in fluorescence in the active 
bottle that was not seen in the sterile and blank dilution 
was attributed to biological degradation.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
4.1.0 Hydrauli c Analysis
4.1.1 Stabilization Lagoon
The first injection of two gallons of rhodamine WT into 
the lift station of the Ward II stabilization lagoon 
resulted in a maximum fluorescence in the effluent of the 
first cell equivalent to a dye concentration of 19.5 ppb of 
rhodamine WT. This peak effluent concentration occurred on 
the ninth day after the dye was injected. The average daily 
flow as determined at the outfall of the third lagoon was 
59,100 gpd for the first 10 days and 92,300 gpd for the 
period from day 0 to day 94. The lagoon was sampled for 85 
days after the peak and returned to a background reading 
near 2.5 ppb after approximately 75 days. The data are 
tabulated in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 12.
The centroid was calculated to be 29.6 days using 
Levenspiel's equation for abundant data and assuming that 
the dye had exited the lagoon by day 75. The variance was 
calculated to be 360 days squared and the value of D/uL was 
determined to be 0.368.
Sampling at regular intervals was not begun until the 
ninth day, the same day that the peak concentration 
occurred, therefore the dye study was performed a second 
time with sampling beginning the day of injection. The 





DATA - Ward II Stabilization Lagoon 
May 6, 1989
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was taken for the first injection.
The second injection of rhodamine WT dye into the lift
station of the Ward II stabilization lagoon resulted in a 
maximum sample fluorescence on the sixth day which was 
equivalent to a dye concentration of 12.6 ppb. The lagoon 
was sampled for 8 days after the peak concentration was 
recorded. The equivalent dye concentration gradually 
decreased during this time period. The data are tabulated in 
Table 3 and plotted in Figure 13. The recorded flow for the 
first six days averaged 2,026 gpd and averaged 1,025 gpd for 
the entire two week period. The centroid of the data 
collected was 6.84 days after injection, although the dye 
cloud had not completely exited the lagoon when the sampling 
was concluded and this value does not represent the mean 
detention time.
Because the samples were analyzed on different dates on 
different fluorometers, the relationships between fluores­
cence and dye concentration vary. Replicate aliquots of each 
sample were analyzed. The average percent variance for the 
data collected for the first study was 2.04% and for the 
second injection was 2.27%.
4.1.2 Rock-Reed Fi1 ter
The first injection of 750 ml of rhodamine WT dye at 
the rock-reed filter was sampled until twenty-one hours and 
forty-five minutes after the injection at which time the 
equivalent dye concentration was 242.7 ppb. The sampling 
discontinues at this point because of a failure in the
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TABLE 3
DATA - Ward II Stabilization Lagoon 
August 10, 1989





[Scale Equivl! Hours i Average ! Seal e 
11
! E q u i v 
! ppbppb ! ! Reading
0 i 19.75 ! 3OX 1.7!! 1 1 1
16.5! 36.00 ! 30X 4.3! ! 1 1 1
42.5! 34.00 ! 10X 10.5!! 11 1 1
65.5! 39.25 1 10X 12.3!! 1 1 1
88.5! 39.75 ! 10X 12.5!! 11 1 1
112.5! 40.25 ! 10X 12.7!! 11 11 11
136.5! 40.50 1 1OX 12.8!! 11 11 1
160.5! 38.75 i 10X 12.2!! 11 11 11
184.5! 36.25 ! 1OX 11.3!! 11 11 1
215.8! 35.50 ! lox 11.l!! 11 1 1
234.0! 35.75 ! lox 11.1!! 1I 11 1
256.5! 36.50 ! iox 11.4!! 11 11 1
280.5! 35.00 ! iox 10.9!! 11 11 1
304.5! 35.00 ! IOX 10.71! 11 1 1
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sampler. An additional sample which was grabbed forty-three 
hours after the injection of dye had an equivalent concen­
tration of 124.4 ppb. The data are tabulated in Table 4.
The graphical representation of the data is found in Figure 
14. The flow was not recorded during the collection of this 
data. Because the data set was incomplete the centroid, 
variance, and diffusion number were not calculated. The 
average coefficient of variance for replicate samples was 
29%.
The second injection of 300 ml of rhodamine WT was 
sampled beginning twenty-three and one-half hours after the 
dye was injected due to another sampler failure. The average 
daily flow for the two days that the filter was sampled was 
nearly 181,000 gpd with a peak flow of 197,000 gpd recorded 
at the end of the sample period. During the sample period, 
which followed a very heavy rainstorm, the filter became 
flooded to a depth of approximately six inches due to the 
constriction caused by the disinfection unit. The tabulated 
data are shown in Table 5. Although the peak value was 
undoubtedly missed, the tailing off of the fluorescence was 
of note and is shown in Figure 15.
The third injection of 200 ml of rhodamine WT dye 
resulted in a maximum sample fluorescence thirty-two hours 
after the dye was injected. The equivalent dye concentration 
was 91.7 ppb. The centroid of the dye cloud was calculated 
to be 40.8 hours. The variance was 118 hours squared and the 
dispersion number was determined to be 0.054. The average
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TABLE 4
DATA - Carville Rock-Reed Filter
May 26, 1989
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DATA - Carville Rock-Reed Filter 
June 8, 1989





Eq ui v! 
ppb !
o.oo : 27.50 : 3ox 3.0!
23.50 J 36.50 ! 10X 15.0!
24.17 ! 37.50 ! 10X 15.4!
24.83 ! 37.00 ! 10X 15.2!
25.50 ! 37.75 ! 10X 15.6!
26.17 ! 36.75 ! 10X 15.1!
26.83 i 34.00 : iox 13.9!
27.50 ! 97.50 ! 30X 14.1!
28.17 ! 97.75 ! 30X 14.2 !
28.83 99.50 1 30X 14.5!
29.50 | 97.75 ! 30X 14.2!
30.17 ! 97.50 ! 30X 14.2!
30.83 ! 95.75 ! 3OX 13.9!
31.50 ! 95.50 3OX 13.8!
32.17 ! 94.00 3OX 13.6!
32.83 J 93.50 ! 30X 13.5!
33.50 ! 95.50 ! 30X 13.8!
34.17 ! 97.75 ! 3OX 14.2!
34.83 ! 95.50 S 30X 13.8!
35.50 ! 96.50 ! 30X 14.0!
36.17 99.25 ! 30X 14.4!36.83 99.25 i 30X 14.4!37.50 j 96.00 ! 30X 13.9!
38.17 ! 97.50 1 3 OX 14.2!38.83 !
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daily flow during the sampling period was 126,000 gpd. The 
data are tabulated in Table 6. The graph of the data showing 
the full rising and falling tails is shown in Figure 16.
The data collected for the three studies had an average 
percent coefficient of variance equal to 29.4%, 1.1%, and 
3.4% respectively. The high average for the first study is a 
result of the low concentrations and small number of 
samp 1es.
4.2.0 Dye Loss Analysis
4.2.1 Photodegradati on
The dye dilution exposed to sunlight in the clear glass 
bottle degraded greatly over a four week period. The initial 
concentration, measured to be 113.2 ppb, degraded to a final 
concentration of only 6.3 ppb. If the rate of degradation is 
assumed to be first order (as suggested by Johnson 1984), 
the rate of degradation may be calculated from the end 
points to be -0.098 per day. The intermediate value for 14 
days based on this decay rate and assuming a first order
reaction can be calculated to be 26.7 ppb. The actual fluo­
rescence for day 14 was measured to be 34.9 ppb.
The dye exposed to sunlight in the amber bottle also
experienced a loss of fluorescence. The original concentra­
tion was measured to be 99.1 ppb. This value had decreased 
to 90.3 ppb after two weeks and further decreased to 82.1 
ppb after four weeks. The rate of degradation was calculated 
to be -0.0067 per day based on the end point values and
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TABLE 6
DATA - Carville Rock-Reed Filter 
July 27, 1989









Sc a 1 e Equiv
ppb
6.00 ! 16.25 30X 1.2! ! 47.00 ! 53.75 3X 54.1
7.00 ! 12.50 30X 0.6! ! 48.00 ! 52.00 3X 52.2
8.00 ! 11.50 30X 0.4!! 49.00 ! 49.00 3X 49.0
9.00 : 11.50 30X 0.4!! 50.00 ! 47.00 3X 46.9
10.00 ! 11.25 30X 0.4! ! 51.00 ! 44.50 3X 44.2
11.00 ! 11.50 1 30X 0.4! ! 52.00 ! 42.00 3X 41.5
12.00 ! 10.75 30X 0.3! ! 53.00 ! 40.00 3X 39.4
13.00 11.75 30X 0.4! ! 54.00 ! 38.25 3X 37.5
14.00 ! 11.50 11 30X 0.41! 55.00 ! 37.50 3X 36.7
15.00 i 12.50 11 30X 0.6! ! 56.00 ! 95.75 10X 32.1
16.00 ! 13.75 11 30X 0.8! ! 57.00 ! 85.00 10X 28.0
17.00 20.75 11 30X 1.9!! 58.00 ! 83.00 1 OX 27.4
18.00 i 22.75 11 30X 2.9! ! 59.00 ! 78.00 1 OX 25.6
19.00 J 39.50 11 30X 4.9! ! 60.00 ! 77.50 10X 25.5
20.00 ! 76.25 11 30X 10.8!! 61.00 ! 72.50 10X 23.8
21.00 ! 49.00 11 10X 15.7!! 62.00 ! 68.00 1OX 22.2
22.00 81.50 11 10X 26.8!! 63.00 ! 63.00 10X 20.5
23.00 41.00 1 3X 40.5!! 64.00 ! 61.75 1 OX 20.1
24.00 ! 54.75 3X 55.0!! 65.00 ! 59.00 1 OX 19.1
25.00 ! 69.00 1 3X 70.3!! 66.00 ! 56.00 10X 18.1
26.00 : 74.75 1 3X 76.5!! 67.00 ! 55.25 1OX 17.8
27.00 ! 81.25 3X 83.4!i 68.00 ! 50.00 1OX 16.0
28.00 ! 86.75 1 3X 89.3!! 69.00 ! 48.75 10X 15.6
29.00 : 87.75 3X 90.3!! 70.00 ! 45.00 10X 14.3
30.00 ! 86.25 3X 88.7!! 71.00 ! 43.50 10X 13.8
31.00 ! 88.50 3X 91.1! ! 72.00 ! 93.00 30X 13.4
32.00 89.00 3X 91.7! ! 73.00 ! 90.00 30X 13.0
33.00 ! 89.00 3X 91.7! ! 74.00 ! 86.00 30X 12.3
34.00 | 87.75 3X 90.3!! 75.00 ! 83.25 30X 11.9
35.00 83.50 1 3X 85.8!! 76.00 ! 85.00 30X 12.2
36.00 81.00 11 3X 83.1!1 11
37.00 78.75 11 3X 80.7!! 11
38.00 ! 77.25 11 3X 79.1! ! 11
39.00 ! 73.00 11 3X 74.9! ! 11
40.00 ! 71.00 11 3X 72.5! ! 11
41.00 ! 68.75 11 3X 70.1! ! 11
42.00 ! 65.00 11 3X 66.1!! 11
43.00 62.50 11 3X 63.4! ! 11 1
44.00 60.25 11 3X 61.01! 11 11
45.00 57.75 11 3X 58.3!! 11 11 11










































assuming first order decay. The calculated value for day 14 
using this decay rate is 90.2 ppb which is very near the 
actual value.
4.2.2 Sorpti on
The initial values for the equivalent dye concentration 
for dilutions made with both effluents were slightly higher 
than the dilution made with deioinized water. After mixing, 
the Ward II stabilization lagoon effluent dilution showed a 
reduction in fluorescence of 6.9%. The rock-reed filter 
effluent showed an increase of 2.1%. The dilution made with 
deionized water showed an increase in fluorescence of 3.3%.
4.2.3 Bi odegradation
The sample diluted with sterilized effluent showed a 
reduction in fluorescence of 5.7%. The reduction in fluores­
cence of the sample diluted with raw effluent was 12.3%. The 




Determination of hydraulic retention time with rhoda­
mine WT of the Ward II stabilization lagoon and Carville 
rock-reed filter produced results that were not predictable 
from design data. The dye functioned well in both studies. 
Although some dye was lost to sorption, biodegradation, and 
photodegradation, the studies performed were not based on 
quantification of dye and these losses were found to be 
acceptable. In the event that a quantitative study were to 
be performed, the loss of dye to these factors would have 
to be more closely observed.
Raw data was easily reduced to concentrations in all 
but one case where the linear range was greatly exceeded and 
a secondary set of standards had to be prepared to develop 
the non-linear relationship. The centroids and variances 
were calculated using a personal computer spreadsheet and 
the dispersion numbers were determined using an iterating 
program on a programmable pocket calculator.
5.2.0 Dye Loss Analysis
5.2.1 Photodegradati on
The dye losses that were observed due to photodegra­
dation were greater than expected. The fluorescence of the 
dye solution in the clear glass bottle was reduced at a rate
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equivalent to 0.098 per day. This value is greater than 
those reported by Smart and Laidlaw (1977) which averaged 
less than 0.001 per day with a high of 0.0015 per day. It 
should be noted, however, that two of the three rates 
reported by Smart and Laidlaw (1977) were from experiments 
conducted under laboratory conditions. The samples for this 
study were exposed to the high temperatures experienced in 
southern Louisiana during the summer months of July and 
August. This may have resulted in permanent losses of fluo­
rescence due to elevated temperatures. It is also possible 
that the lab lighting used did not contain the full spectrum 
of light and energy that the sun emits.
5.2.2 Sorption
The initial values of fluorescence for both of the 
experimental dilutions were slightly greater than the con­
trol. This was attributed to fluorescence of algal solids. 
This conclusion is supported by the fact that the greater 
increase was recorded in the dilution made with the stabili­
zation lagoon effluent which had a greater solid content due 
to algae. The fluorescence of the stabilization lagoon sam­
ple was reduced after mixing and then removing the solids. 
There was a slight increase in the fluorescence of the 
control and rock-reed filter dilutions. The increase in the
fluorescence was the result of a suspected decrease in 
sample temperature. Using the increase in the control fluo­
rescence and the temperature exponent reported by Smart and 
Laidlaw (1977), the change in temperature was calculated to
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be -1.2 C. This same temperature change was accounted for 
in the experimental dilutions as well.
The results of the experiment were recalculated with 
the temperature correction taken into account. The tempera­
ture-corrected rock-reed filter data revealed a reduction in 
fluorescence of 1.2%. The temperature-corrected stabiliza­
tion lagoon data revealed a total reduction of 9.9%. The 
reduction in both dilutions is attributed to dye adsorbing 
and absorbing to organic and inorganic solids and being 
removed with the solids when the samples were centrifuged.
The greater reduction in fluorescence in the stabilization 
lagoon dilution is attributed to the fact that this sample 
contained a greater amount of solids, a majority of which 
were organic.
5.2.3 Bi odegradation
The results of the biological degradation study showed 
that the organic fluorescent dye, rhodamine WT, is prone to 
biological attack. The control dilution did not have any 
reduction in fluorescence. The dilution mixed with steri­
lized effluent had a reduction in fluorescence that was 
attributed to sorbtion of dye to solids. The reduction of 
the sterile dilution was not as great as the total discussed 
above because the solids were not removed from the sample 
before the fluorescence was measured. The total loss to 
biological degradation (gross loss minus sorption loss) was 
6.6 % or 0.0097 per day.
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5.3.0 Hydr aul i c Analysi s
5.3.1 Stabilization Lagoon
Based on the flow measured at the outfall of the third 
cell, the average theoretical detention time for the first 
cell during the first ten days of the study was calculated 
to be 719 days. Based on recorded precipitation of 2.74 
inches for that time period and an average evaporation rate 
of 0.25 inches per day for the season under consideration, 
the net gain was estimated to be 0.24 inches. This results 
in an average net increase in the measured flow of 10,500 
gpd over the amount that actually passed through the first 
cell. When this is taken into consideration, the average 
theoretical detention time increases to 876 days.
The centroid of the dye cloud was calculated to be 
approximately 30 days after the injection. The dispersion 
number was found to be equal to approximately 0.368. Leven­
spiel states that small deviation from plug flow can be 
assumed when D/uL is less than 0.01. He equates small 
intermediate and large amounts of dispersion (deviation from 
plug flow) to 0.002, 0.025, and 0.20 respectively (Leven­
spiel 1979). The number found in the first study is then a 
large amount of dispersion in that it differs greatly from 
pi ug f 1 ow.
Metcalf & Eddy (1979) state that a facultative lagoon 
is expected to have a dispersion factor between 0.3 to 1.0. 
The Ward II lagoon has a dispersion factor at the low 
end of this range. Comparison of the actual dispersion
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number to these references values indicates that although 
the lagoon has a large amount of mixing (deviates from 
plug flow), the mixing is much less than would normally be 
expected in a facultative lagoon.
When the dispersion is examined in light of the fact 
that the actual retention time is only 3.4% of the theoreti­
cal, it is obvious that even though mixing is occuring, the 
effective volume of the lagoon being mixed is very small.
The second dye study was performed to confirm the rapid 
exit of dye from the stabilization lagoon. Based on the 
recorded outfall from the third cell, the detention time of 
the first cell was calculated to be 57 years. The second 
injection, however, was followed by a seven day period of 
dry weather. Assuming 0.25 inches of evaporation per day 
results in a loss of 109,300 gpd from the flow after it 
exits the first cell. Thus, the estimated flow for cell one 
is 111,326 gpd. This results in an average theoretical 
detention time of 381 days. The centroid for the data col­
lected was 6.8 days after the dye was injected.
Both injections of dye were monitored as the plume 
entered the lagoon. On both occasions, the dye plume spread 
around the influent pipe while the pump was running. When 
the pump cycle ended, the dye plume immediately sank out of 
sight. This indicates that there may have been some initial 
stratification of the influent wastewater below the water in 
the lagoon as a result of the influent temperature being 
several degrees lower.
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Due to the configuration of the lagoon and poor circu­
lation, the effective surface area, as defined by Bowles et 
al. (1979), was calculated to be 6.07 acres or 21%. Based on 
these calculations and the results of the dye studies, it is 
estimated that the effective volume of the lagoon is actual­
ly less than 5% of the total lagoon volume.
5.3.2 Rock-Reed Fi1 ter
The results of the first dye study indicate that the 
leading edge of the dye cloud arrived after only 15 hours. 
Because the data is incomplete, the centroid and mean reten­
tion time can not be calculated. The second study was per­
formed during a very rainy period. Because the disinfecting 
unit on the effluent line is undersized, the effluent backed 
up and flooded the entire filter surface. The results of the 
study indicate that the peak concentration, which should 
have been near 140 ppb, passed through the filter in less 
than 23.5 hours. The results also show that a large portion 
of the dye was retained on the filter, diluted, and released 
over a long period of time. The portion of the time-concen­
tration curve obtained resembles that which would be 
expected from a completely mixed system (i.e. a rapid peak
followed by a long declining tail).
Because this test was performed under flooded condi­
tions, the results are not representative of normal opera­
tion. Based on the flow recorded, the average theoretical 
detention time was 30 hours. The centroid of the dye cloud 
was not calculated because a large portion of the dye mass
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was lost before the sampler was repaired. The apparently 
shorter detention time, illustrated by the passage of the 
dye, may be due in part to short circuiting of flow across 
the top of the filter media.
The third study was performed under normal operating 
conditions. The average theoretical detention time based on 
the recorded flow and a water depth of two feet was 28.6 
hours. The measured mean detention time was 40.8 hours with 
a long decii ni ng tail.
Observation of the filter at the time the dye was 
released indicated that the first 100 feet of media was 
flooded. It is possible that the long tail is a result of 
dye pooling here then being diluted and released. This 
resulted in a curve that represents qualities of both a 
complete-mix system (the long slowly declining tail) and a 
plug flow system (the delay before the dye is detected). The 
observed dispersion factor was 0.054.
Based on the observation of flooded media, the average 
depth is estimated to have been 2.5 feet. This approximation 
increases the theoretical detention time to 30.3 hours. The 
centroid of the dye cloud was determined to be 40.8 hours 
after the dye was released. This discrepancy could be a 
result of either evapotranspiration of the vegetation or 
loss of fluid through a leaking liner. These phenomena were 
not measured, but appear to have increased the actual deten. 
tion time of the filter beyond the theoretical.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the rhodamine WT studies in the 
Ward II stabilization lagoon, it can be concluded that the 
blue-green algal blooms are the result of poor mixing. Only 
a small portion of the horizontal as well as vertical area 
of the lagoon is utilized and is effective in treating the 
influent wastewater. As a result, large portions of the 
lagoon are nutrient starved and cannot support green algae.
Blue-green algae are able to use phosphorus at levels 
much lower than green algae. Because of this, low phosphorus 
levels give blue-green algae the competitive edge over green 
algae which have a higher maximum growth rate. The stabili­
zation lagoon presents a phophorus resource which the blue- 
green algae can use because of their efficient uptake and 
nutrient storage ability. The green algae are unable to use 
phosphorus at low levels and become more nutrient limited as
the blue-greens thrive. Blue-green algae, which also have 
the ability to control their elevation in the water column, 
move in response to light. This migration moves them from 
the nutrient rich lower water, where they can absorb nutri­
ents held there by stratification or released by the digest­
ing sludge, to the nutrient poor upper water where they grow 
while no other algae can compete. This results in rapid 
growth and dominance of blue-green algae.
As a consequence of their rapid growth, the blue-green
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algae lose some of their buoyancy control. Floating on the 
surface, the wind-blown algae form large mats. Photooxida­
tion of the algae and nightfall result in die-offs of large 
quantities of the algae. Because the largest mats are usually 
associated with calm days that allow the algae to collect on 
the surface without mixing, they occur at times when the 
oxygen level in the water is low. The large amounts of 
oxygen generated by the algae themselves during surface 
blooms is released directly to the atmosphere and does not 
help balance the large demand which dying mats supply. The 
contribution of large BOD loads and elevated temperatures 
under the mats lead to anaerobic and odorous conditions.
In order to resolve the odor problem, the area of the 
lagoon, both horizontal and vertical, must be more complete­
ly mixed. This mixing will provide the green algae with an 
opportunity to utilize the phosphorus and gain a competitive 
edge because of its more rapid growth rate. In order to 
accomplish this at a low cost, movement of the influent and 
addition of diversion curtains or some other form of baf­
fling may be used to divide the lagoon and utilize the full 
surface area of the lagoon (see Figure 17). Changing the 
flow pattern of the lagoon toward plug flow should reduce 
the possibility of stratification occurring by allowing a 
greater time for temperature equalization between the in­
fluent and effluent and subsequent mixing. However, if stra­
tification remains a problem, recirculation or mechanical 




FIGURE 17: Recommended Modifications to the Ward II 
Stabilization Lagoon
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lagoon site may include performing a nutrient survey to 
support these conclusions.
Although it is not expected to be a problem, the flow 
pattern change will result in a different pattern of 
deposition of settleable solids in the lagoon. However, 
because of the extreme case of short-circuiting that is now 
being experienced, it is believed that this change will
result in a better distribution of solids rather than an
accumul ati on.
Rhodamine WT performed well in the stabilization 
lagoon. Turbidity did not hinder the measurement of fluores­
cence. The high organic content of the wastewater may have 
reduced the final concentration of the dye somewhat, but 
because the dye cloud was not quantified as a means of flow 
measurement, this can not be defended. Any reduction that 
may have occurred was not great enough to prevent detection 
of the dye passage. The hydraulic detention time of the 
lagoon was not nearly as great as expected. Therefore, it 
cannot be concluded that rhodamine WT has the capacity to 
perform well in environments of extended hydraulic detention 
times.
The dye loss analysis revealed a great deal of dye loss 
to photodegradation. This loss was reduced by shading which 
can be expected to occur with increased depth and turbidity. 
The loss of dye to sorption was greater than discussed in 
literature, but this could be due to the high concentrations 
used (100 ppb) and high organic solids content of the waste
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investigated. Dye loss to biological degradation was low. 
These results indicate that for dye studies lasting for 
periods in excess of a week, consideration should be given 
to increasing the initial injection quantity. Based on these 
results, it is recommended that the dye quantity be 
increased over the amount calculated by 10% for each 
day that a study will continue.
The results of the study of the rock-reed filter 
indicated that the filter was operating with a detention time 
of approximately 36% greater than the design under normal 
dry weather operating conditions. The filter floods badly 
during heavy rainfall events because of the obstruction of 
the disinfection unit, which leads to a partial short cir­
cuiting of the wastewater. Contrary to literary sources, the 
heavy vegetation did not appear to interfere with the dye 
study. Although the mass of dye exiting the filter was not 
quantified, the peak dye concentration leaving the filter 
was greater than predicted using Kilpatrick's formula for 
calculation of dye quantities for slug injections. This 
suggests that although the flow of water through the filter 
was possibly reduced by uptake and transpiration, the dye 
was apparently not greatly absorded.
The tracer curve was indicative of a properly operating 
system. An early mean that would be expected with a large 
amount of stagnation or channeling, or a sharp early peak 
which would be associated with short-circuiting were not 
seen. The long tail and disperion factor of 0.054 is
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indicative of a small amount of backmixing or stagnation.
The amount noted, however, is not great enough to consider 
the filter to be largely deviating from the design assump­
tion of plug flow. Further research at the rock-reed filter 
site may include investigation of the apparent loss of fluid 
and its route of loss.
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